ACS - Open Access Agreement – How to

- Author must publish under MPG affiliation - is corresponding author (CA)
- MPG must be stated in published article
- CA must submit the article from his/her MPG eMail address, has to do the paperwork. Being corresponding author in name is not enough.
- CA should receive a notification from ACS after acceptance:

  Dear Dr. [Redacted]

  For your accepted manuscript, 10.1021/acsmacromol.8b00691, in *Macromolecules*, if your funder or institution requires open access or participates in an open access program with ACS, your next step should be to [Click here].

  This link opens an order page, allowing you to choose from ACS' open access options, select your license, enter any discounts, and complete your purchase. Where available, this link also allows you to seek funding approval from your institution. More information on certain funder and institutional requirements can be found at [ACS Funder Options].

  If you need additional assistance, contact [support@services.acs.org](mailto:support@services.acs.org).

- CA has to set up and sign into the personal Copyright Clearance Center account

  ![Copyright Clearance Center](Image)

- If you don’t receive this notification letter (which happens) or you just didn’t take notice of it, you can apply for open access in retrospect. Please open your Copyright Clearance Center, find your article and follow up the Open Access request from there.